Ponds and
Lakes - Birds
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Introduction
Waterfowl Facts
Birds in the Park
A Safe Nesting Place

Dusty decided to make
an information book.
He thought it would be
an interesting way to
send another report to
his friends. Click on the
arrow to begin reading.

Waterfowl spend a lot
of time preening and
spreading special oils
over their feathers with
their beaks. They make
the oils in special glands
on their bodies.
The oils make their
feathers waterproof
so that rain and pond
water run off them.

Ducks

Swans

Birds in the Park
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The oils also help to
keep the birds warm.
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Most birds that swim
in ponds or lakes feed
on plant material.
That means they feed
on parts of plants such
as the roots, buds,
leaves and the seeds of
water plants or, plants
growing near the water
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A swan feeding
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What do you know
about waterfowl and
other birds that are seen
around lakes and ponds?
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Swans, ducks and

grow around the edge

of ponds and lakes make

often make nests that

such as

the reed
warbler.
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reed warbler’s nest
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Mallards are dabblers.
They feed at the
surface of a pond or,
they stick their tails in
the air and dabble just
below the surface

reed warbler
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Ducks often live, feed

Geese

and fly together in

There are two types of
geese, the ‘grey’ geese
and the ‘black’ geese.
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build nests and lay eggs.

baby ducklings and if
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A female mallard duck

danger threatens, they
will chase off other
ducks or enemies.
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A male and a female
widgeon
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A male and a female
pintail
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Grey geese include the
graylag goose.

They look after their
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There are two types of
duck, the divers and the
dabblers. Dabbles, such
as mallard ducks, pintail
ducks, and widgeons, feed
at the surface of a pond
or, they stick their tails in
the air and dabble
just below
the surface.
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A grebe’s nest

groups. Female ducks

A male mallard duck
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Ducks

float in the water.

A moorhen’s nest

Water birds, like the
ducks we see on ponds
and lakes, use their
beaks like a sieve to
collect tiny plants and
insects from the
surface of the water.
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A swan’s nest
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Most waterfowl have
short legs and webbed
feet that they use like
paddles. Their webbed
feet are good for helping
them to swim but make
it harder to walk on land.
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Geese have beaks that
are good for digging for
roots and eating grass.

They each feed on
different parts of the
grassy banks.

banks while grebes

Although there are
more than a hundred
different kinds of duck,
the most common is
the Mallard Duck.

A male and a female
tufted duck

Many waterfowl have
long, flexible necks that
help them to reach down
into the water for food.

moorhens nest on the

for birds
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The name given to the
ducks, geese and swans
that live on rivers, lakes
and ponds is waterfowl.
waterfowl

The thick reeds that

good, safe nesting places
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Geese, like the greyleg
goose, the barnacle goose
and the wigeon graze on
grass and grass seeds.

A Safe Nesting Place

Some water birds like
the little grebe dive for
fish.

A male and a female
pochard duck
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Pond Visitors
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Diving ducks, such as
pochards and tufted
ducks, swim down below
the surface to feed on
water plants, worms,
shell fish, and other
small water creatures.
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Geese
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Black geese include the
brent and barnacle
geese.
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greylag goose

barnacle goose
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brent goose

Geese are very protective
of their eggs and baby
goslings. They will chase
and attack anything that
threatens them including
humans!

The most common goose
is the Canada goose.
This is the goose that is
most likely to be seen
on rivers, lakes and large
ponds.
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Geese feed mainly on
land and eat grasses.

Canada goose
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Swans build large nests
and the females lay
eggs. Baby swans are
called cygnets.
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This is a Canada goose
sitting on her eggs to
keep them warm until
they hatch.

The mute swan can be
seen on ponds in parks.
It’s a very large white
bird with a long neck,
and an orange beak
with black at the base.
It feeds on water plants,
insects and snails.
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A female and male mute swan
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Of all the wildfowl
found on lakes and
ponds, swans are the
largest and have the
longest
necks.
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A black swan
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All sorts of other birds
stop off for a drink or
a meal at ponds and
lakes. Herons often wait
patiently in the shallows
for a passing fish or
frog. They have been
known to take all the
fish out of small ponds.
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Swans eat water plants,
and up end in water so
their long necks can
reach down to their
food.
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Pond Visitors

Fish that live in ponds
often swim together in
schools to confuse
predators, but that
doesn’t stop a greedy
heron stealing the fish.
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Swans

Small ponds don’t
usually have many
different types of fish.
Big fish would soon
eat all the food supplies
in a pond, so the main
types of fish found in
smaller ponds tiny
sticklebacks and even
smaller minnows.
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stickleback
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